Fresh attempt at arts journal

By Thomas J. Spisak
Produced entirely by MIT students and facilities. Raw — a new journal of arts and letters — represents an ambitious effort. It presents a collection of significant works in an impressive variety of media. Photography, drawings, short stories and an essay on Free Will are all among its offerings. Raw's poetry is sensitive without being maudlin, talented without being arrogant. "Gray Sails," Guy Nordenson's elegy to the victim of a hang-gliding accident, is incomparable. Nordenson avoids inflicting upon us an "oh, how horrid that you're dead" piece initiative of A. E. Houseman while admitting us to a genuine grief.

George W. Pratt's "We have been long" is a wrenching portrait of love's end that successfully walks the line dividing that which demands sympathy from that which is merely maudlin.

Stream of consciousness and Weltanschauung are among the most overused devices in modern fiction. David Feinberg uses both ably and convincingly in "Excerpts from angela, joyce, peter, renata, sylvia, and death." Feinberg develops both scenario and characters credibly. "Excerpts" should not be missed. Richard Hilliard's "Trial Balloons" is a brilliant exercise in parallel construction. It is a vivid and detailed portrait of self-sustaining paranoia, introspective but still accessible.

In the spirit of the ancient axiomatic relation of pictures to words, Raw's graphics are as striking as its literature. Electron micrography and stroboscopy are mixed with more traditional techniques in a blend that is both interesting and pleasing.

Raw successfully combines diverse elements into a coherent whole. The package is slick and the content substantial.
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A CELEBRATION of HOLINESS

The Feast of All Saints Monday, November 1, in the MIT Chapel.
Catholic Liturgies 8am, 12 noon and 5pm.

Budweiser® presents "Beer Talk"

Bottle, can... or glass?

Service, not service charges.

Good service isn't something you should have to pay for. So when you buy car, apartment, or any insurance from us, there's no service charge tacked on.

And we'll only sell you what you need.
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CELEBRATION

Budweiser® presents "Beer Talk"

Bottle, can... or glass?

You see a lot of people drinking beer right out of the bottle or can, and that's just fine with us.

But when it's convenient, why not pour your next beer into a sparkling clean glass.

Mmmmm. Looks better, doesn't it?

Tastes better, too. Especially if it's Budweiser.

'Cause Bud's brewed and Beechwood-aged for a clarity and a big, creamy head of foam that you just have to see to appreciate.

And for a taste that says it all.

Get a free copy of the Budweiser "Beer Talk" brochure.
Write "Beer Talk," Anheuser-Busch, Inc., P.O. Box 63118

WILL YOU GET SHOT?

Senior Yearbook Portrait Sittings.
Monday - Thursday,
November 1st - 4th

Call: x3-2980; dl.9167
for appointment or visit W20-451

Last Call!